CORPORATE PROFILE

ENSIGN...MORE

WHO WE ARE
Established in 1996, Ensign is a
leader in the supply chain industry
having provided clients with more
than 20 years of exceptional service
across the shipping and logistics
industry. Ensign’s staff pride
themselves on delivering out of the
box and effective solutions to your
logistics challenges.
Ensign is successfully operating
contracts for some of South Africa’s
largest organisations. We have the
flexibility and foresight to adapt to
ever-changing market conditions
which allow us to provide smart
solutions enabling you to stay
ahead and achieve a strong
competitive advantage.
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Ensign has expanded their service
offering into Southern, Eastern and
West Africa. We look forward to
partnering with your business to
ensure efficient service and
growing efficiencies with you.
Ensign have received many awards
for exceptional service over the
years including these prestigious
accolades:
- SAB Miller supply partner of the
year
- Runner up SAB Miller supply
partner of the year
- Mondi Global Diamond award for
Excellence in Logistics

THAN YOU EXPECT

OUR CLIENTS
We stongly believe in empowering our
people, forming lasting relationships
and adding real value to our
customers, suppliers and stakeholders.
We actively encourage innovation and
a dynamic entrepreneurial approach
to everything we do.
Ensign collaborates and has long term
commercial relationships with some
of South Africa’s largest Blue Chip
Corporations. These partnerships de
monstrate both our highly
professional approach and
capabilitiesand our unwavering
commitment to delivering successful
and sustainable supply chain solutions
- always with your future success
foremost in mind.
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Our responsive and participative
management style across all
activities of the group ensures that
our customer solutions are resultsdriven, cost effective, service
orientated and safe. Ensign prioritises
sustainable working relationships
through offering an effective logistics
solution to its customers as the key to
both our growth and that of the
customer.

OUR DIRECTORS
Lukas Swarts

Lukas is well known in the agricultural

Managing Director

market in South Africa and has served
for a number of years on the Board of
Directors for GOSA, the Grain

Lukas started his career in the grain

Handling Organisation of South Africa.

industry with VKB in 1994. Since

He is committed to maintaining and

then, he has accumulated extensive

developing his strong existing and

knowledge in the local and

future relationship with both local

international grain markets. He

and international customers and

spent several years with Premier

business partnerships.

Foods as their Procurement Director
and held various executive positions

In 2017 Lukas and Dheerie Govender

before joining Ensign in 2013. Lukas

jointly and as a sign of their

has more than 20 years of extensive

confidence in the future of the

experience in Logistics, Grain

business purchased all of the shares

Trading, Grain Handling, Storage

in the business owned by by former

and Warehousing.

shareholders. Their confidence in the
business was rewarded and with the
expansion of Ensign operations in
Durban, Richards Bay and Cape Town.

"OUR
CUSTOMERS
AREN'T JUST
PEOPLE THEY
ARE FAMILY"
Lukas Swarts
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Dheerie Govender
Director
Dheerie is a founding shareholder of
Global Collateral Control (Pty) Ltd, an
inspections, stock monitoring and
collateral management company with
an established presence in East, West
and Southern Africa. With his expert
marketing and business development
skills he has contributed significantly to
building the GCC brand to be one of the
recognised Service Providers to the
financial and commodity trading
community in Africa. As Managing
Director, Dheerie has laid the
foundation for a solid business model
focused on the fundamental values of
Corporate Governance.

Dheerie joined the Ensign team in
2015 as Director and shareholder. In
a Joint Venture during 2017
Dheerieand Lukas purchased the total
equity in Ensign to further pursue
their shared vision which is to
establish Ensign as the preferred
integrated logistics partner across the

"QUALITY IS
THE BEST
BUSINESS
PLAN."

African continent.

Dheerie Govender
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THE FULL
SUPPLY
CHAIN
Ensign is a supply chain integrator that takes
full responsibility for the management
of end-to-end supply chain managementon
behalf of ourcustomer-base. Ensignwill
plan, resourceand build tailor made
solutionsforthe customer.
Ensign contracts various 3PL providers on
behalf of the customer to deliver the
required logistics solutions.

Our customised solutions encompass the
multifaceted fields of value-added
logistics, supply chain management and
route-to-market. Alongside our clients, we
collaboratively design and deliver on our
promises - co-creating a valuable,

Ensign innovates and
develops customized logistics

competitive edge. An intense participation

solutions to optimize existing

between Ensign and the customers is key

supply chains and overcome

to us and based on detailed and on-

cargo and/or industry specific

going collaboration. Thisrelationship is

challenges. We are

grounded on the principal of long-term
value creation more than a short-term

continually evaluating

focus on cost.

processes and seeing how we
can do things better,
accelerate the process to be
more efficient and cost
effective.
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Shipping and logistics present
challenges unique to production that
require heavy-duty equipment and
efficient transportation. Each
commodity requires special needs
such as agricultural machinery,
transport specific needs and powerful
shipping equipment, operated by
skilled professionals. Local
regulations concerning cross border
authorities can also complicate time
and budget constraints by derailing
shipment schedules and adding
permits and fees to
expenses. Keeping a competitive
edge in the industry, means staying
ahead of the unexpected and trusting
the right people to move your
goods. Mistakes add unneeded risks
to your shipment and may jeopardise

STAYING
AHEAD OF
THE
UNEXPECTED
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your expensive products and your
business objectives. Put your shipping
needs in the hands of Ensign to
make sure your products, goods,
commodities or equipment are
shipped on-time and within-budget,
to your destination.

SERVICES

TRANSPORT

WAREHOUSING

VESSEL
MANAGEMENT

SILOS

FREIGHT
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TRANSPORT
We are delivering on our promises by

We offer express vehicles, tri-axles,

providing customer-focused transport

super links, crane trucks, part loads,

solutions. Ensign operates within 4th

consolidation and abnormal loads

party logistics within several large

and at the borders we have

supply chains in the wheat, malt,

established clearing agents. The

lucerne and maize industries. The

service goes further: we will do your

company has its own fleet of skeletal

documentation on your behalf and

tipper trailers which it uses to tip and

pay duties or taxes on your behalf.

deliver bulk agricultural commodities
within the KZN area. Ensign currently

We are able to offer the following

contracts approximately 200 000 mt

transport services:

of product per annum.
Local & National (tri-axles, super links
With Africa opening up and some of our

& bulk tippers)

neighbours allowing trade and

6m tipping trailers

transport in and via their countries,

Cross border (Tri-Axles, super links &

these routes have become well

bulk tippers)

established. Ensign transport all forms

Abnormal, hazardous and LCL loads

of goods, equipment, commodities into

Import & Export 20ft & 40ft

Sub-Equatorial Africa. This includes

containers

Angola, Botswana, Swaziland, Lesotho,

Specialised equipment can currently

Mozambique, Namibia, Zimbabwe,

tip between 28mt to 35mt of free-

Zambia, the DRC, Malawi, Tanzania and

flowing cargo.

Kenya.

Depot Operations, NAVIS updates
and documentation
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WAREHOUSING

Ensign offers top rated warehouse

Our facility in Richards Bay is situated

facilities with access to over 20 000

5.8km from the port. The property

m2of space. We tailor storage for

consists of 35 000m2of “A” Grade

your specific business’ needs in

warehousing space with a

Durban, Richards Bay, Johannesburg
and Cape Town. We deliver an
unmatched warehousing service
with dependable, sustainable,
flexible, value added focus on the
customer’s needs. The staff in our
warehousing facilities are
experienced and can easily provide
access to tracking, reports and
customized inventory control. We

weighbridge on site.
At our Cato Ridge warehousing
facility, we pride ourselves on
providing the service that our clients
deserve.
Storage services:
Storage in warehouse and bonded
warehouses and hazardous
Handling of cargo – loose bags,

can maximise your space and

coils, container packing and

exceed your expectations. When

unpacking, bulk commodities,

you trust a company with

packing

warehousing your goods, you need

Bagging of commodities: 50kg,

to know where your products are at

100kg and 1mt

all times, and you need to know if
they are in the right hands. Ensign
provides daily inventory status
reports to make you feel at ease.

Palletising and shrink-wrapping
Inventory Management Reports
Fumigation of containers, block
stacks, pallets
Suppliers of absorb bags, kraft
paper, lashing or dunnage
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SILOS
Ensign has a 22 000m3 silo complex in

From the Silo to container agricultural

Richards Bay, The site is able to

bagging, Ensign has the capacity to bag

simultaneously receive and dispatch

800mts per 24 hours. Handling your grain

150 mt per hour by road and has its

is of utmost importance and Ensign can

own dedicated weighbridge

perform the following types of bagging:

facilities. At Ensign we aspire to be a
leader in the provision of crop storage,
grain storage and handling. The

1mt
500kg
50kg

handling process is designed and
implemented with great skill to best
serve the product. Ensign is dedicated
to providing the most skilled staff and
tools to the agricultural industry, to
make sure the product is not in danger
of contamination or other loss.
The grain storage in our silos are vertical,
meaning optimum storage conditions for
your grain: controlling birds, temperature,
insects and mould infestations. Silos offer
a lower cost than warehousing for bulk
agriculture, which entails the automation
of the grain transport equipment. The
loading, as well as the offloading, is much
easier and at a lower cost for you. This
means more savings than you expect.
Our silo facilities are accredited by PPECB
and can therefore also import and export
bulk grain products.
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FREIGHT
The shipping industry is as competitive

Partnered with various well known

as ever. We will negotiate on your

clearing agents that have offices in all

behalf to ensure your product is carried

major ports in South Africa and Africa, we

appropriately with reliable carriers and

are able to offer the full import or export

at competitive rates. Our team has

clearance service as well as competitive

more than 60 years’ combined

container freight rates.

experience in sea freight and therefore
understands the intricacies of

Our service includes:

transporting your product in this

Vessel Freight

way. We journey with our customers

Nomination, bookings, and monitoring

through the process, advising and

of shipments

guiding as necessary. We handle

Customs Clearing

containers: LCL and FCL shipments

Processing of VAT & Duty on import

worldwide.

shipments
Processing of documentation such as:

The Ensign team will agree with the

Phytosanitary Certificates;

customer on the required pickup point

Certificate of Origin;

and delivery point. You don’t need to

SADC;

deal with several freight forwarders,

Bill of Lading;

one at origin and on at the destination,

Legalization of documents (at any

you deal only with Ensign.

given Embassy) and
Other documentation required by the

We do more than you expect and do not

receiver.

waste time preparing your customized

CNCA Certificates

quote. Our team is quick, transparent and

BSC Certificates

the process easy to conclude. Ensign can

Making Freight bookings with the

even group your order: FCL 20ft, 40ft

shipping line

containers.

Negotiating freight rates & free time
Inspections
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VESSEL
MANAGEMENT
WHAT IS
LCL AND
FCL?

Having played a major role in vessel
operations over the past 20 years, Ensign
has more than 50 years’ combined
experience of quayside discharge
operations and transportation of
products. We fully understand the

FCL (Full Container Loads)

urgency of a vessel that has berthed. We

FCL shipping is a type of ocean

offer a safe and cost effective logistics

freight and the term FCL refers to

solution. The team have long-standing,

full container load. Shipping FCL

well tested relationships with the most

does not mean you need to have

reputable carriers and owners. We

enough cargo to fill an entire

journey with our customers through the

container you may ship a partially

process, advising and guiding as

filled container as FCL.

necessary.

LCL or Groupage (Less than a

The following vessel management

container load)

services can be offered:

When shipping LCL, cargo is

Stevedoring

consolidated with other shippers'

Transport from vessel to warehouse

goods to fill a container. The price

Draft survey

of your shipment is determined

Tally & inspections

based on volume and weight.

Independent surveyors / Collateral
Management
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"AGRICULTURE
IS STLL ALIVE
AND WELL"
Jannie de Villiers

attending Nampo Harvest Day in 2018
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OUR COMMODITIES
Shipping and logistics present challenges

Maize; Wheat; Malt; Soybeans

unique to production that require heavy-

Sorghum

duty equipment and efficient

Sugar

transportation. Each commodity requires

Rice

special needs such as agricultural

Coffee

machinery, transport specific needs and

Sunflower Seeds

powerful shipping equipment, operated

Various Oil cake

by skilled professionals. Local regulations

Maize Meal, Bone Meal

concerning cross border authorities can

Millet

also complicate time and budget

Animal Feed Pellets

constraints by derailing shipment

Pigments

schedules and adding permits and fees to

Coco peat

expenses. Keeping a competitive edge in

PKE

the industry, means staying ahead of the

Lucerne

unexpected and trusting the right people

Fertiliser

to move your goods. Mistakes add

Coils

unneeded risks to your shipment and

Timber

may jeopardise your expensive products

Consumer Products (Shoes / Bedding)

and your business objectives. Put your

Lubricants

shipping needs in the hands of Ensign to

Crated Machinery

make sure your products, goods,

Cement

commodities or equipment are shipped

Tyres

on-time and within-budget, to your

Motorcycles

destination.

Electrical Equipment
Spares

Our staff at Ensign has extensive

Manganese & Various Minerals

knowledge of the following few

Paint & Paint Colourants

commodities:

Fabric
Caustic Soa
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OUR STAFF COME FIRST

THE TEAM
Desmond Blumfield
Group Finance Manager

Andries Grundlingh
General Manager: Projects

Desmond has been in finance
throughout his career for nearly two
decades. A Chartered Accountant CA
(SA) by profession, he has been uniquely
affiliated with logistics, having previously
been the head of Finance at Grindrod
Intermodal. He joined the Ensignteam
in 2016 and has since made a significant
contribution to the company and
continues to do so.

Andries is an expert in supply chain
operations having worked in this field for
over 30 years. He has a strong
background in financial management and
has performed as the responsibilities
of Administrative and Finance Manager,
Logistics Manager, and Operations
Manager at various multinational
businesses prior to him having joined the
Ensign team. He is also very experience
and knowledgeable in commodity trading
through his work with SAFEX, grain
handling, vessel discharge operations, as
well as other bulk services.Andries joined
Ensign in 2015and has made an extremely
valuable contribution managing major
projects in Richards Bay and Cato Ridge
effortlessly.
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TEAMS ARE OFTEN
MISTAKEN AS FAMILY
Toni Reid
General Manager: Logistics &
Commercial
Toni started her career with Ensign as a
weighbridge clerk more than 10 years
ago. She has held numerous positions
within the company, including
administration, planning, operations and
commercial roles. She has a wealth of
experience and an in-depth practical
knowledge of imports and exports,
transports, bulk, containerized cargoes
within the Agri Sector. Ensign is proud
to have her appointed as the General
Manager of Logistics and Commercial in
2017.

John Hunt
Group Risk Manager

Jeanine van der Walt
Execution Manager
Jeanine joined Ensign in 2013 with a
specific focus on Bulk Agricultural
logistics. With 15 years’ experience
Jeanine has an immense knowledge of
containerized and bulk cargo within the
shipping and logistics industry.
Her passion for excellence and
exceptional customer service has been
the key factor to her success and she has
become an invaluable asset to the
company. Ensign is proud to have her
appointed as Logistics Manager.

John is the Group Risk Manager for the
Ensign, GCC and Agritrade businesses. As an
attorney specialising in maritime and
insurance law, and having previously
worked for PWC Corporate Finance,
Transnet Port Terminals, the Premier of the
Western Cape Government and Grindrod
Limited in the roles of legal and risk
management, he brings a wealth of handson experience to the Group’s diverse
businesses. John is immersed in the
shipping, transport and logistics business
and an expert in marine insurance,
corporate governance, risk management
and risk mitigation. John also has extensive
expertise in the ports, terminals and
logistics corridor sectors rooted in a clear
knowledge of the law and risk
management. John has a BA LLB and LLM
(maritime law) from the University of
KwaZulu-Natal.
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ENSIGN...
MORE THAN
YOU EXPECT...

Tel: +27 (0)31 941 9015/6
No.12 Browns Road, Point, Durban, South Africa |
Email: ensign@ensignship.com | www.ensignship.com

